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Rockwell has produced multiple watches with Under Armour over the years, for a number 
of big events, athlete gifts, and employee recognition. Most recently, Rockwell and UA 
created two fully-custom exclusive watches: The Recruit and the 24Seven. Past notable 
watches have been exclusive gifts for UA athletes who participated in Super Bowl XLVII and 
the NCAA March Madness Final Four. 

Under Armour is a leading brand of athletic and lifestyle apparel and accessories.







Rockwell and Milwaukee have collaborated on custom products for years. It 
started with the Milwaukee Assassin in 2013, then progressed to the Milwaukee 
Coliseum in 2014. Since then, Rockwell and Milwaukee have done fully-custom 

Monaco Italian-made sunglasses, multiple fully-custom Coliseums, and are in the 
process of developing fully-custom Milwaukee belts. 

Milwaukee is a leading brand in power tools and gear.



Rockwell and Browning have been teaming up for years to create custom timepieces for some of 
their most elite team members. The partnership has spanned from the early days of Rockwell, and 
resulted in many unique watches: the Browning custom Apollo, the Browning custom Cartel, and 
the Browning edition Coliseum.

Browning Arms Company is a top brand of firearms, fishing gear, and hunting accessories.







Rockwell has produced several watches for Rockstar Energy, and more notably, has 
secured the license to produce Rockwell x Rockstar watch for sale around the world. For 

the initial run of watches, Rockwell created a 50mm2, an Apostle, and a Coliseum. 

Rockwell is also a partner with Team Rockstar Energy KTM for the Supercross and Pro 
Motocross series in the USA, and displays a case of watches at every stop.



Rockwell and MusclePharm teamed up to make some top-notch custom timepieces. The 
fully-custom MusclePharm Coliseum features 2-sided logo branding on the bands, and a custom 
dial ring. The impressive 50mm features a fully-custom colorway: black with green accents. 

MusclePharm is a top brand of nutritional supplements. 
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